Compare
DataSecurity Plus editions
Learn the differences between DataSecurity Plus' Free and
Professional editions.

DataSecurity Plus capabilities

Free edition—
Try now

Professional edition—
Try now

File server auditing

Not supported.

Pricing starts at $745

Audit, monitor, and alert on all file accesses and

Only retains audit data

modifications made in your Windows file server

from the evaluation

environments, failover clusters, and

period.

for 2 file servers
Get quote

workgroups in real time.
File access auditing

NA

Obtain detailed information on the four Ws—
who accessed what, when, and from where—
for all file accesses and modifications.
File copy auditing

NA

Report and alert on file copy-and-paste events
in real time using predefined policies.
File integrity monitoring

NA

Detect unauthorized changes to your files
through continuous real-time monitoring.
Ransomware detection and mitigation

NA

Detect and shut down potential ransomware
attacks with an automated threat response
mechanism.
File change notifier

NA

Trigger instant alerts on sudden spikes in file or
folder access, modifications, or permission
change events.
Forensic analysis

Yes, using the audit data

Get actionable, accurate audit data to analyze

from evaluation period.

all security incidents.
Data archiving

Yes, but only for the

Retain audit data using DataSecurity Plus'

last 30 days.

retention capabilities.
Custom reports and schedules

NA

Automate report generation, and email or
export custom reports.
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Data leak prevention

No of workstations

Pricing starts at $345

Detect, disrupt, and respond to sensitive data leaks

supported - 50

for 100 workstations

via USB, email, printer, and more through security

Get quote

monitoring.
Content-aware protection
Monitor, analyze, and report when sensitive
data (PII/ePHI) is being copied or transmitted
over any of the following:
Distributed machines: laptops, desktops.
Applications: Outlook.
Removable storage: USB, SD cards, camera.
Virtual desktops: Citrix, VMWare (provided the
OS installed is Windows 2003 or above).
Others: Print, clipboard, fax, network shares.
Automated incident remediation
Block, delete, and quarantine files with
predefined active remediations.
Workstation auditing
Audit all file accesses and modifications across
your Windows endpoints in real time
End-user education and awareness
Use on-screen pop-up messages to inform
and warn users about policy violations.
Real-time email alerts
Alert data owners or admins in the event
of policy violations.
Real-time workstation security monitoring
Ensure the integrity of data stored on your
endpoints.
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Data risk assessment

Supported data

Perform content inspection and contextual

size - 100 GB

analysis to discover and classify files based on

Pricing starts at $395 for
2 TB of scanned data
Get quote

their sensitivity and vulnerability.
Data discovery
Find, analyze, and track sensitive personal data—
also known as PII/ePHI—stored in a file servers,
Failover clusters, and OneDrive environments.
Advanced content filtering
Detect high-risk data using specific keywords,
regular expressions, pattern algorithms, or a
combination of these to reduce false positives.
Risk-based data classification
Identify the most vulnerable data using both
content and context parameters.
Automated incident response
Remediate policy violations with options to
delete, quarantine, or block files.
Single, web-based console
Create and define your own policies and rules,
respond to incidents raised, report file events,
and more—all from a single console.
File tagging capabilities
Use both automated and manual file tagging
capabilities to classify files faster and reduce
the burden on the admin.
Incremental file scan
Scan only new or modified files.
File type recognition
Scan sensitive content from over 50 file types,
including email, text, compressed, and more.
Compliance management
Use more than 10 predefined policies and
over 100 rule templates to help comply with
multiple mandates, including the GDPR, PCI,
HIPAA, and SOX.
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File analysis

Supported data

Analyze, identify, and discard unneeded data

size - 500GB

to declutter storage space.

Pricing starts at $95 for
1TB of scanned data
Get quote

ROT data analysis
Manage redundant, obsolete, and trivial
(ROT) data; find duplicate files; and more.
Storage analyzer
Analyze growth trends and disk usage patterns;
send alerts when free space falls below preconfigured limits.
Permissions analyzer
Examine security permissions, identify
overexposed files, and find out who has
access to do what to your sensitive files.

* The features and capabilities of the Free edition are subject to change and may be revised by DataSecurity Plus at any time.
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